Journals:
- Deutsche Sprache, Zeitschrift für Theorie, Praxis, Dokumentation (Schmidt)
- Sprachreport. Informationen und Meinungen zur deutschen Sprache (self-publishing)
- OPAL – Online publizierte Arbeiten zur Linguistik
- amadies – Arbeiten und Materialien zur deutschen Sprache
- Studienbibliographien Sprachwissenschaft (Groos bei Korpuslinguistik und interdisziplinäre Perspektiven auf Konvergenz und Divergenz. Sprachvergleichende Studien
- Deutsches Fremdwörterbuch (de Gruyter)
- Studien zur Deutschen Sprache (Narr)
- Jahrbuch des Instituts für Deutsche Sprache (de Gruyter)

Library
The IDS library is an open access library comprising a comprehensive collection of specialist literature on the German language (contemporary language in particular), on general linguistics and related linguistic disciplines. Reference stocks are at around 46,000 volumes including valuable first editions of dictionaries and encyclopedias as well as 260 current subscriptions of printed journals and around 1,360 licensed online journals encompassing all areas of linguistics. The library is also used by guest researchers from home and abroad, students at regional universities and citizens interested in language.

Public relations and documentation
Public relations, the press, publishing and documentation, the organization of conferences and the supervision of guest researchers and groups of visitors can all be found here. In addition, there is the editing of book publications of the Institute as well as the specialist journal “Deutsche Sprache” and the quarterly editions of the journal “Sprachreport”, which convey information and views on the German language beyond the professionals in the linguistic world.

Research Service:
www.ids-mannheim.de/service

Sprachwissenschaftliche Forschungsvorhaben (documentation of German language text corpora of the written language and the quarterly editions of the journal “Sprachreport” and the organization of conferences and the supervision of guest researchers and groups of visitors can all be found here. In addition, there is the editing of book publications of the Institute as well as the specialist journal “Deutsche Sprache” and the quarterly editions of the journal “Sprachreport”, which convey information and views on the German language beyond the professionals in the linguistic world.

Databases on electronic lexicography:
- GLOSAR (Corpus Search, Management and Analysis System): This is the most extensive collection of recordings of the spoken German language worldwide. Sound documents and transcripts can be ordered from here.
- COSMAS (Corpus Search, Management and Analysis System): Test corpora of the IDS as an empirical basis for linguistic research and innovative methods for corpus development in integrated into a complex online system. This is the biggest supply of German language text corpora of the written language (over 2 million pages in 2013) worldwide – one of the most significant corpus resources systems ever.
- VORLÖS (Vocabulary Information System – German): OWID is the portal for academic and corpus-based lexicography. It comprises academic-dictionaries on German with a great variety of focal areas.

Academic Services:
- Deutsche Sprache, Zeitschrift für Theorie, Praxis, Dokumentation (Schmidt)
- Sprachreport. Informationen und Meinungen zur deutschen Sprache (self-publishing)
- OPAL – Online publizierte Arbeiten zur Linguistik

ACADEMIC SERVICES

Research Service: www.ids-mannheim.de/service

Sprachwissenschaftliche Forschungsvorhaben (documentation of German language text corpora of the written language and the quarterly editions of the journal “Sprachreport” and the organization of conferences and the supervision of guest researchers and groups of visitors can all be found here. In addition, there is the editing of book publications of the Institute as well as the specialist journal “Deutsche Sprache” and the quarterly editions of the journal “Sprachreport”, which convey information and views on the German language beyond the professionals in the linguistic world.

Databases on electronic lexicography:
- GLOSAR (Corpus Search, Management and Analysis System): This is the most extensive collection of recordings of the spoken German language worldwide. Sound documents and transcripts can be ordered from here.
- COSMAS (Corpus Search, Management and Analysis System): Test corpora of the IDS as an empirical basis for linguistic research and innovative methods for corpus development in integrated into a complex online system. This is the biggest supply of German language text corpora of the written language (over 2 million pages in 2013) worldwide – one of the most significant corpus resources systems ever.
- VORLÖS (Vocabulary Information System – German): OWID is the portal for academic and corpus-based lexicography. It comprises academic-dictionaries on German with a great variety of focal areas.

Academic Services:
- Deutsche Sprache, Zeitschrift für Theorie, Praxis, Dokumentation (Schmidt)
- Sprachreport. Informationen und Meinungen zur deutschen Sprache (self-publishing)
- OPAL – Online publizierte Arbeiten zur Linguistik

Journals:
- Deutsche Sprache, Zeitschrift für Theorie, Praxis, Dokumentation (Schmidt)
- Sprachreport. Informationen und Meinungen zur deutschen Sprache (self-publishing)

Library
The IDS library is an open access library comprising a comprehensive collection of specialist literature on the German language (contemporary language in particular), on general linguistics and related linguistic disciplines. Reference stocks are at around 46,000 volumes including valuable first editions of dictionaries and encyclopedias as well as 260 current subscriptions of printed journals and around 1,360 licensed online journals encompassing all areas of linguistics. The library is also used by guest researchers from home and abroad, students at regional universities and citizens interested in language.

Public relations and documentation
Public relations, the press, publishing and documentation, the organization of conferences and the supervision of guest researchers and groups of visitors can all be found here. In addition, there is the editing of book publications of the Institute as well as the specialist journal “Deutsche Sprache” and the quarterly editions of the journal “Sprachreport”, which convey information and views on the German language beyond the professionals in the linguistic world.

Research Service: www.ids-mannheim.de/service

Sprachwissenschaftliche Forschungsvorhaben (documentation of German language text corpora of the written language and the quarterly editions of the journal “Sprachreport” and the organization of conferences and the supervision of guest researchers and groups of visitors can all be found here. In addition, there is the editing of book publications of the Institute as well as the specialist journal “Deutsche Sprache” and the quarterly editions of the journal “Sprachreport”, which convey information and views on the German language beyond the professionals in the linguistic world.

Databases on electronic lexicography:
- GLOSAR (Corpus Search, Management and Analysis System): This is the most extensive collection of recordings of the spoken German language worldwide. Sound documents and transcripts can be ordered from here.
- COSMAS (Corpus Search, Management and Analysis System): Test corpora of the IDS as an empirical basis for linguistic research and innovative methods for corpus development in integrated into a complex online system. This is the biggest supply of German language text corpora of the written language (over 2 million pages in 2013) worldwide – one of the most significant corpus resources systems ever.
- VORLÖS (Vocabulary Information System – German): OWID is the portal for academic and corpus-based lexicography. It comprises academic-dictionaries on German with a great variety of focal areas.

Academic Services:
- Deutsche Sprache, Zeitschrift für Theorie, Praxis, Dokumentation (Schmidt)
- Sprachreport. Informationen und Meinungen zur deutschen Sprache (self-publishing)
- OPAL – Online publizierte Arbeiten zur Linguistik

Journals:
- Deutsche Sprache, Zeitschrift für Theorie, Praxis, Dokumentation (Schmidt)
- Sprachreport. Informationen und Meinungen zur deutschen Sprache (self-publishing)
TASKS AND OBJECTIVES

The Institute for the German Language (IDS) in Mannheim has been in existence since 1964. It is the central extramural institute for research and documentation of the German Language in its contemporary usage and in its recent history. As a member of the Leibniz-Gemeinschaft, the IDS is financed both by the federal government and by the state of Baden-Württemberg.

The institute consists of different departments and is mainly involved in long-term projects, meaning that work in larger research groups is an essential aspect.

With its lectures, colloquia and the IDS in Keywords, the Institute for the German Language is a place to meet and communicate for both domestic and foreign Germanists as well as all those interested in languages.

Through the “Verein der Freunde des Instituts für Deutsche Sprache” (Association of the Friends of the Institute for the German Language), language friends from all walks of life, including public and private (businesses, publishers, bookshops, etc.), have united to support the academic work and language friends from all walks of life working on the following projects:

- German grammar by European comparison
- Corpus lexicography of present-day German
- Corpus comparison: linguistic and empirical methods
- Corpus lexicography of the lexicon in historical documentation

The lexical existence of dialects and current and recent history is the object of research in the Lexis Department.

Research projects cover a variety of classes of lexical units, such as neologisms, foreign words, verbs and their argument structure, compounds, or the vocabulary found in certain professional areas. Assigned to this department is the Office for Lexicology.

The lexical and context-technological and statistical methods in order to create and develop lexicographical knowledge. Information systems available online, such as grammis, ProGr@mm, EuroGr@mm and FOLK, are accessible to language-oriented people. Assigned to this department is the Office for Electronic Documentation.

The grammar of a language is one of the core research fields of the Institute for the German Language. The work in this department is, on the one hand, contrastive and typological and on the other, corpus-based. We help oneself to computer-linguistic, text-technological and statistical methods in order to describe and describe grammatical knowledge. Information systems available online, such as grammis, ProGr@mm, EuroGr@mm and FOLK, are accessible to language-oriented people. Assigned to this department is the Office for Electronic Documentation.

The central publications forum for the department is OWID, the Online Wörterbuch-Informationssystem Deutsch. The department is currently working on the following projects:

- Corpus lexicography of present-day German
- “GramKidSII” project
- Corpora of spoken German (AGD, FOLK)
- “Syntagmatic aspects of the lexicon”, each in cooperation with the projects in that specific area

The thesaurus of the Institute for the German Language is a place to meet and communicate for both domestic and foreign Germanists as well as all those interested in languages.

With its lectures, colloquia and the IDS in Keywords, the Institute for the German Language is a place to meet and communicate for both domestic and foreign Germanists as well as all those interested in languages.

The Institute for the German Language (IDS) in Mannheim has been in existence since 1964. It is the central extramural institute for research and documentation of the German Language in its contemporary usage and in its recent history. As a member of the Leibniz-Gemeinschaft, the IDS is financed both by the federal government and by the state of Baden-Württemberg.

The institute consists of different departments and is mainly involved in long-term projects, meaning that work in larger research groups is an essential aspect.

With its lectures, colloquia and the IDS in Keywords, the Institute for the German Language is a place to meet and communicate for both domestic and foreign Germanists as well as all those interested in languages.

Through the “Verein der Freunde des Instituts für Deutsche Sprache” (Association of the Friends of the Institute for the German Language), language friends from all walks of life, including public and private (businesses, publishers, bookshops, etc.), have united to support the academic work and cultural shaping of the IDS.

The Institute for the German Language (IDS) in Mannheim has been in existence since 1964. It is the central extramural institute for research and documentation of the German Language in its contemporary usage and in its recent history. As a member of the Leibniz-Gemeinschaft, the IDS is financed both by the federal government and by the state of Baden-Württemberg.

The institute consists of different departments and is mainly involved in long-term projects, meaning that work in larger research groups is an essential aspect.

With its lectures, colloquia and the IDS in Keywords, the Institute for the German Language is a place to meet and communicate for both domestic and foreign Germanists as well as all those interested in languages.

Through the “Verein der Freunde des Instituts für Deutsche Sprache” (Association of the Friends of the Institute for the German Language), language friends from all walks of life, including public and private (businesses, publishers, bookshops, etc.), have united to support the academic work and cultural shaping of the IDS.

Research areas which essentially follow goals in structuring different departments are overseen by the director:

This primarily concerns an area in which new challenges in research are taken up short-term and certain tasks relating to IDS Alumni are particularly involved. There are also two IT-oriented research areas assigned directly to the board.

In the programme field of research infrastructures, tasks and projects relating to the communication of information and networking both internally and externally are combined. In this field, the library and central data processing (ZDV) are home to technical support.

The programme field of corpus linguistics covers the development, annotation and analysis of the written language corpus for German on the one hand, and on the other, the development and printing of dictionaries and methods of corpus-linguistic, empirical work.

The programme field of research infrastructures, tasks and projects relating to the communication of information and networking both internally and externally are combined. In this field, the library and central data processing (ZDV) are home to technical support.

The programme field of corpus linguistics covers the development, annotation and analysis of the written language corpus for German on the one hand, and on the other, the development and printing of dictionaries and methods of corpus-linguistic, empirical work.

The Institute for the German Language (IDS) in Mannheim has been in existence since 1964. It is the central extramural institute for research and documentation of the German Language in its contemporary usage and in its recent history. As a member of the Leibniz-Gemeinschaft, the IDS is financed both by the federal government and by the state of Baden-Württemberg.

The institute consists of different departments and is mainly involved in long-term projects, meaning that work in larger research groups is an essential aspect.

With its lectures, colloquia and the IDS in Keywords, the Institute for the German Language is a place to meet and communicate for both domestic and foreign Germanists as well as all those interested in languages.

Research areas which essentially follow goals in structuring different departments are overseen by the director:

This primarily concerns an area in which new challenges in research are taken up short-term and certain tasks relating to IDS Alumni are particularly involved. There are also two IT-oriented research areas assigned directly to the board.

In the programme field of research infrastructures, tasks and projects relating to the communication of information and networking both internally and externally are combined. In this field, the library and central data processing (ZDV) are home to technical support.

The programme field of corpus linguistics covers the development, annotation and analysis of the written language corpus for German on the one hand, and on the other, the development and printing of dictionaries and methods of corpus-linguistic, empirical work.

The programme field of research infrastructures, tasks and projects relating to the communication of information and networking both internally and externally are combined. In this field, the library and central data processing (ZDV) are home to technical support.

The programme field of corpus linguistics covers the development, annotation and analysis of the written language corpus for German on the one hand, and on the other, the development and printing of dictionaries and methods of corpus-linguistic, empirical work.
TASKS AND OBJECTIVES

The Institute for the German Language (IDS) in Mannheim has been in existence since 1964. It is the central extramural institute for research and documentation of the German Language in its contemporary usage and in its historic history. As a member of the Leibniz-Gemeinschaft, the IDS is financed both by the federal government and by the state of Baden-Württemberg.

The institute consists of different departments and is mainly involved in long-term projects, meaning that work in larger research groups is an essential aspect.

Libraries, archives, documentation, machine-readable collections of both text and language databases are also available to external users.

With its lectures, colloquia and conferences, the Institute for the German Language is a place to meet and communicate for both domestic and foreign Germanists as well as all those interested in languages.

In the “Verordnungen der Forschungstätigkeit” (“Association of the Institutes of the Institute for the German Language”), language friends from all walks of life, from public and private businesses, publishers, bookshops, etc., have united to support the academic work and cultural claims of the IDS.

As a member of the Leibniz-Gemeinschaft, it has been in existence since 1964. It is the central extramural institute for research and documentation of the German Language in its contemporary usage and in its historic history. As a member of the Leibniz-Gemeinschaft, the IDS is financed both by the federal government and by the state of Baden-Württemberg.

The Institute for the German Language (IDS) is a place to meet and communicate for both domestic and foreign Germanists as well as all those interested in languages.

Departments and Main Research Areas

Department of Grammar
Head of Department: Angelika Wöllstein

The grammatical structure of present-day German is the object of research in the Grammar Department.

Research projects cover a variety of stages of linguistic units, such as neologisms, foreign words, verbs and their argument structure, compounds, and the vocabulary found in political discourse, which are processed in a lexicographic and documental way becoming the subject of linguistic theory formation. This work is based on extensive empirical, strongly corpus-based investigations. Project work in this department is divided into the following areas:

• Corpus lexicography of present-day German
• Culturally-scientific-technical lexicography and lexicology
• Syntagmatic aspects of the lexicon, each in cooperation with the specific area
• Comparative lexicography and empirical methods

The central publications forum for the department is OWID, the Online-Wortschatz-Informationssystem Deutsch (Online Vocabulary-Information System German) in which the lexicographical work of the department can be published in networked form.

The following long-term research projects are dedicated to this goal:

• German grammar with emphasis on regional variation of functional standards, understanding of interaction and social complements
• Professional ethics in interaction
• Migration linguistics

This department sees itself as the central platform for the academic work of the research areas “spoken language” and “cultural research” in the German-speaking world. The department provides extensive criteria for the development of new and updated electronic corpora on the one hand, and on the other, the development of methods and techniques of corpus linguistics, empirical work.

Department of Lexical Studies
Head of Department: Stefan Engberg

The lexical existence of historical German and its recent history is the object of research in the Lexicology Department.

The following long-term research projects are dedicated to this goal:

• “GramKidSII” project
• “ syntagmatic aspects of the lexicon”, each in cooperation with the specific area
• “corpus lexicography of present-day German”
• “Cultural-scientific-technical lexicography and lexicology”
• “Syntagmatic aspects of the lexicon”, each in cooperation with the specific area
• “Comparative lexicography and empirical methods”

The central publications forum for the department is OWID, the Online-Wortschatz-Informationssystem Deutsch (Online Vocabulary-Information System German) in which the lexicographical work of the department can be published in networked form.

The following long-term research projects are dedicated to this goal:

• German grammar with emphasis on regional variation of functional standards, understanding of interaction and social complements
• Professional ethics in interaction
• Migration linguistics

This department sees itself as the central platform for the academic work of the research areas “spoken language” and “cultural research” in the German-speaking world. The department provides extensive criteria for the development of new and updated electronic corpora on the one hand, and on the other, the development of methods and techniques of corpus linguistics, empirical work.

Department of Pragmatics
Head of Department: Ludwig M. Eichinger

The Department of Pragmatics is the central platform for the academic work of the research areas “spoken language” and “cultural research” in the German-speaking world. It sees itself as the central platform for the academic work of the research areas “spoken language” and “cultural research” in the German-speaking world. The department sees itself as the central platform for the academic work of the research areas “spoken language” and “cultural research” in the German-speaking world.

The programme field of corpus linguistics covers the development, annotation and analysis of the (written) language. The research areas for German on the one hand, and on the other, the development of methods and techniques of corpus linguistics, empirical work.

Research areas which essentially follow goals involving different departments are overseen by the director.

This primarily concerns areas in which new challenges in research are taken up short-term and certain tasks relating to IDS fields in public are observed. There are also free-to-view research areas assigned directly to the board.

In the programme field of research infrastructures, tasks and projects relating to the communication of information and networking both internally and externally are combined. In this field, the library and central data processing (ZDV) are home to technical support.

The programme field of corpus linguistics covers the development, annotation and analysis of the (written) language. The research areas for German on the one hand, and on the other, the development of methods and techniques of corpus linguistics, empirical work.

Guest researchers . . . per year

IDS in Keywords
The Institute for the German Language (IDS) in Mannheim was founded in 1964. It is the central extramural institute for research and documentation of the German language in its contemporary usage and in its recent history. As a member of the Leibniz-Gemeinschaft, the IDS is financed both by the federal government and by the state of Baden-Wuerttemberg.

The institute consists of different departments and is mainly involved in long-term projects, meaning that work in larger research groups is an essential aspect.

**MAIN RESEARCH AREAS**

The focal points of the Institute are research and documentation. Libraries, archives, documentation, machine-readable collections of both text and language databases are also available to external researchers.

With its locations in Konstanz and Tübingen, the Institute for the German Language is a place to meet and communicate for both domestic and foreign Germanists as well as all those interested in languages.

**DEPARTMENTS AND MAIN RESEARCH AREAS**

**Department of Grammar**
Head of Department: Angela Wölfling

The grammatical structure of present-day German is the object of research in the Grammar Department.

Research projects cover a variety of areas of linguistic science, such as research on historical, foreign words, verbs and their argument structure, compounds, or the vocabulary found in everyday discourse, which is processed in a lexicographic and documental way, becoming the subject of linguistic theory formation. This work is based on extensive empirical, mostly corpus-linguistic investigations. Project work in this department is divided into the following areas:

- Corpus lexicography of present-day German
- Scientific-socio-linguistic lexicography and lexicology
- Syntagmatic aspects of the lexicon, such as cohesion, cognitive and functional aspects
- Comparative lexicography and empirical methods

The central publications forum for the department is the *Online Worterbuch-Informationssystem Deutsch* (Online Vocabulary Information System – German) in which the lexicographical work of the department can be published in networked form.

**Department of Lexical Studies**
Head of Department: Stephan Eickhorst

The lexical existence of standard German and its recent history is the object of research in the Lexical Department.

Research projects cover a variety of classes of lexical units, such as neologisms, foreign words, verbs and their argument structure, compounds, or the vocabulary found in everyday discourse, which is processed in a lexicographic and documental way, becoming the subject of linguistic theory formation. This work is based on extensive empirical, mostly corpus-linguistic investigations. Project work in this department is divided into the following areas:

- Vocabulary Information System – German
- Lezikon Deutsch für das 21. Jahrhundert
- Neologismen in der Sprache
- Konkordanztexte
- Wortbildung

The central publications forum for the department is the *Online Wörterbuch-Informationssystem Deutsch* (Online Vocabulary Information System – German) in which the lexicographical work of the department can be published in networked form.

**Department of Pragmatics**
Head of Department: Arnulf Deppermann

This department sees itself as the central platform for the study of the interaction and communicative functions of language in the spoken word. In the "Archiv für gesprochenes Deutsch (ZDV)" are home to technical support.

**Central Research**
Head of Department: Ludwig M. Eichinger

The department of Central Research is an area in which new challenges in research are taken up short-term and certain tasks relating to IDS duties in public are observed. There are also two IT-oriented research areas assigned directly to the board.

In the programme field of research infrastructures, tasks and projects relating to the communication of information and networking both internally and externally are combined. In this field, the library and central data processing (ZDV) are assigned to technical support.

The programme field of corpus linguistics covers the development, annotation and analysis of the (written) language corpora for German on the one hand, and on the other, the development of methods and techniques of corpus-linguistic, empirical work.

**The following long-term research projects are dedicated to this goal:**

- Spoken German with emphasis on regional variation of functional standards, understanding of interaction and sociocultural work
- Scientific-socio-linguistic lexicography and lexicology
- Syntagmatic aspects of the lexicon, such as cohesion, cognitive and functional aspects
- Comparative lexicography and empirical methods

The Department of Pragmatics focuses on the study of the interaction and communicative functions of language in the spoken word.

**Research areas which essentially follow goals involving different departments are overseen by the director.**

This primarily concerns an area in which new challenges in research are taken up short-term and certain tasks relating to IDS duties in public are observed. There are also two IT-oriented research areas assigned directly to the board.

In the programme field of research infrastructures, tasks and projects relating to the communication of information and networking both internally and externally are combined. In this field, the library and central data processing (ZDV) are assigned to technical support.

The programme field of corpus linguistics covers the development, annotation and analysis of the (written) language corpora for German on the one hand, and on the other, the development of methods and techniques of corpus-linguistic, empirical work.
The Institute for the German Language (IDS) in Mannheim has been in existence since 1964. It is the central extramural institute for research and documentation of the German language in its contemporary usage and in its recent history. As a member of the Leibniz-Gemeinschaft, the IDS is financed both by the federal government and by the state of Baden-Württemberg.

The institute consists of different departments and is mainly involved in long-term projects, meaning that work in larger research groups is an essential aspect.

With its libraries, archives, documentation, machine-readable collections of both language and database sciences are also available to external researchers.

With its lecturers, colleagues, and collaborators, the Institute for the German Language is a place to meet and communicate for both domestic and foreign Germanists as well as all those interested in languages.

In the “Ver ein der Freunde des Instituts für Deutsche Sprache” (“Association of the Friends of the Institute for the German Language”), language friends from all walks of life, with both public and private (businesses, publishers, bookshops, etc.), have united to support the academic work and cultural missions of the IDS.

The following long-term research projects are dedicated to this goal:

- Spoken German with emphasis on regional variation of functional standards, understanding of interaction and word complements.
- Practical access to interaction
- Migration linguistics

This department sees itself as the central platform for the academic publication of the research areas “spoken language” and “cultural and historical research” in the German-speaking world. It offers an “Archiv für gesprochenes Deutsch” (AGD – Archive for spoken German) – the department provides extensive corpora for conversational and written language.

This department works closely with the universities of Baden-Württemberg, the centrally working institutions such as Leibniz-Institute for European Legal History, the library and central data processing (ZDV) are home to technical support.

This primarily concerns an area in which new challenges in research are being discussed and followed by the other departments as a result of research into spoken German and conversation and for teaching at universities. Available on the internet:

- Corpus lexicography of present-day German
- Scientific-historical lexicography and lexicology
- Syntagmatic aspects of the lexicon, each in cooperation with the projects in that specific area

The central publications forum for the department is OWID, the “Online-Wortschatz-Informationssystem Deutsch” in which the lexicographical work of the department can be published in networked form.

The following long-term research projects are dedicated to this goal:

- “Computer lexicography and empirical methods”.
- “Syntagmatic aspects of the lexicon”, each in cooperation with the projects in that specific area
- “Cultural-scientific-historical lexicography and lexicology” and "Conversational-analytical information system (GAIS) – Research and teaching corpus for spoken German” (FOLK) – Research and teaching corpus for spoken German

The grammatical structure of present-day German and its central history is the object of research in the Grammar Department.

Built upon modern theoretical and methodological standards of German linguistics, the work in this department is, on the one hand, constructive-philological and on the other, corpus-based. We help ourselves to computer-linguistic, text-technological and statistical methods in order to describe and develop grammatical knowledge. Information systems accessible online, such as grammis, EuroGr@mm and E-VALBU are accessible to language-oriented people. Assigned to this department is the Office for Academic Infrastructures in German Linguistics. The department is currently working on the following projects:

- German grammar by European comparison
- Corpus grammar: grammatical variations in standard language and near-standard German
- Word meaning – contrastive
- German commonisms and idiom
- Language comparison of German and Portuguese: comparison
- EuroGr@mm and EuroColfisch
- Text technology and databases

This department works closely with the universities of Tübingen, Frankfurt a.M., Mannheim, Heidelberg, Bochum (“GramKidSII” project) and many others. Further international partners come from Brazil, France, Italy, Norway, Poland, Romania and Hungary.

The Institute for the German Language (IDS) in Mannheim has been in existence since 1964. It is the central extramural institute for research and documentation of the German language in its contemporary usage and in its recent history. As a member of the Leibniz-Gemeinschaft, the IDS is financed both by the federal government and by the state of Baden-Württemberg.

The institute consists of different departments and is mainly involved in long-term projects, meaning that work in larger research groups is an essential aspect.

With its libraries, archives, documentation, machine-readable collections of both language and database sciences are also available to external researchers.

With its lecturers, colleagues, and collaborators, the Institute for the German Language is a place to meet and communicate for both domestic and foreign Germanists as well as all those interested in languages.

In the “Ver ein der Freunde des Instituts für Deutsche Sprache” (“Association of the Friends of the Institute for the German Language”), language friends from all walks of life, with both public and private (businesses, publishers, bookshops, etc.), have united to support the academic work and cultural missions of the IDS.

The following long-term research projects are dedicated to this goal:

- Spoken German with emphasis on regional variation of functional standards, understanding of interaction and word complements.
- Professional access to interaction
- Migration linguistics

This department sees itself as the central platform for the academic publication of the research areas “spoken language” and “cultural and historical research” in the German-speaking world. It offers an “Archiv für gesprochenes Deutsch” (AGD – Archive for spoken German) – the department provides extensive corpora for conversational and written language.

This primarily concerns an area in which new challenges in research are being discussed and followed by the other departments as a result of research into spoken German and conversation and for teaching at universities. Available on the internet:

- Corpus lexicography of present-day German
- Scientific-historical lexicography and lexicology
- Syntagmatic aspects of the lexicon, each in cooperation with the projects in that specific area

The central publications forum for the department is OWID, the “Online-Wortschatz-Informationssystem Deutsch” in which the lexicographical work of the department can be published in networked form.

The following long-term research projects are dedicated to this goal:

- “Computer lexicography and empirical methods”.
- “Syntagmatic aspects of the lexicon”, each in cooperation with the projects in that specific area
- “Cultural-scientific-historical lexicography and lexicology” and "Conversational-analytical information system (GAIS) – Research and teaching corpus for spoken German” (FOLK) – Research and teaching corpus for spoken German

The grammatical structure of present-day German and its central history is the object of research in the Grammar Department.

Built upon modern theoretical and methodological standards of German linguistics, the work in this department is, on the one hand, constructive-philological and on the other, corpus-based. We help ourselves to computer-linguistic, text-technological and statistical methods in order to describe and develop grammatical knowledge. Information systems accessible online, such as grammis, EuroGr@mm and E-VALBU are accessible to language-oriented people. Assigned to this department is the Office for Academic Infrastructures in German Linguistics. The department is currently working on the following projects:

- German grammar by European comparison
- Corpus grammar: grammatical variations in standard language and near-standard German
- Word meaning – contrastive
- German commonisms and idiom
- Language comparison of German and Portuguese: comparison
- EuroGr@mm and EuroColfisch
- Text technology and databases

This department works closely with the universities of Tübingen, Frankfurt a.M., Mannheim, Heidelberg, Bochum (“GramKidSII” project) and many others. Further international partners come from Brazil, France, Italy, Norway, Poland, Romania and Hungary.

The Institute for the German Language (IDS) in Mannheim has been in existence since 1964. It is the central extramural institute for research and documentation of the German language in its contemporary usage and in its recent history. As a member of the Leibniz-Gemeinschaft, the IDS is financed both by the federal government and by the state of Baden-Württemberg.

The institute consists of different departments and is mainly involved in long-term projects, meaning that work in larger research groups is an essential aspect.

With its libraries, archives, documentation, machine-readable collections of both language and database sciences are also available to external researchers.

With its lecturers, colleagues, and collaborators, the Institute for the German Language is a place to meet and communicate for both domestic and foreign Germanists as well as all those interested in languages.

In the “Ver ein der Freunde des Instituts für Deutsche Sprache” (“Association of the Friends of the Institute for the German Language”), language friends from all walks of life, with both public and private (businesses, publishers, bookshops, etc.), have united to support the academic work and cultural missions of the IDS.
The Institute for the German Language (IDS) in Mannheim has been in existence since 1964. It is the central extramural institute for research and documentation of the German language in its contemporary usage and in its recent history. As a member of the Leibniz-Gemeinschaft, the IDS is financed both by the Federal Government and by the state of Baden-Württemberg.

The institute consists of different departments and is mainly involved in long-term projects, meaning that work in larger research groups is an essential aspect.

With its libraries, archives, documentation, machine-readable collections of both text and language databases are also available to external researchers.

As a member of the Leibniz-Gemeinschaft, the IDS is networked both internally and externally.

The following long-term research projects are dedicated to this goal:

• “Spoken German with emphasis on regional variation of functional standards, understanding of interaction and word complements.
• Professional action in interaction.
• Migration linguistics

The IDS is a public foundation, that is, it is not owned by the state or the federal government. The institute is governed by the director, the advisory board, and the supervisory body.

The department focuses in its research on the following projects:

• Language comparison of German and Portuguese: corpus-linguistically, empirical work.
• Corpus linguistics and standard and near-standard German
• Word phonology – contrastive
• Corpus grammar: grammatical variations in standard and near-standard German
• German grammar by European comparison
• Lexicographical work of the department can be published in cloaked and encrypted form.

The central publications forum for the department is OWID, the “Online-Wortschatz-Informationssystem Deutsch” (Online Vocabulary Information System – German) in which the lexicographical work of the department can be published in networked form.

The central publications forum for the department is OVDW, the “Online-Wortschatz-Informationssystem Deutsch” (Online Vocabulary Information System – German) in which the lexicographical work of the department can be published in networked form.

Research areas which essentially follow goals involving different departments are overseen by the director.

This primarily concerns an area in which new challenges in research are taken up short-term and certain tasks relating to IDS always in public are observed. There are also two OVDW-oriented research areas directly assigned to the director.

In the program field of research infrastructures, tasks and projects relating to the communication of information and networking both internally and externally are combined. In this field, the library and central data processing (ZID) provide extensive technical support.

The program field of corpus linguistics covers the development, arrangement and analysis of the (written language) electronic corpora for German on the one hand, and on the other, computer-linguistic, empirical and statistical methods in order to describe and develop grammatical knowledge. Information systems available online, such as grammis, EuroGram, ProGram, ProGr@mm, ProGr@mm, Wortschatzlexikon, ProGr@mm, ProGr@mm, are accessible to language-oriented people. Assigned to this department is the Office for Academic Services of the Institute for German Linguistics. The department is currently working on the following projects:

• German grammar by European comparison
• Corpus grammar: grammatical variations in standard and near-standard German
• Word phonology – contrastive
• Corpus grammar: grammatical variations in standard and near-standard German
• German grammar by European comparison
• Lexicographical work of the department can be published in cloaked and encrypted form.

The central publications forum for the department is OWID, the “Online-Wortschatz-Informationssystem Deutsch” (Online Vocabulary Information System – German) in which the lexicographical work of the department can be published in networked form.

The following long-term research projects are dedicated to this goal:

• “Spoken German with emphasis on regional variation of functional standards, understanding of interaction and word complements.
• Professional action in interaction.
• Migration linguistics

The department sees itself as the central platform for the practical application of the research areas “spoken language” and “conversational research” in the German language. The department provides extensive corpora for conversational and vari-}

Legal form: public foundation

Head of Department: Angelika Wöllstein

Director: Ludwig M. Eichinger

Employees: 145

Guest researchers: c. 80 per year
The Institute for the German Language (IDS) in Mannheim has been in existence since 1964. It is the central extramural institute for research and documentation of the German language in its contemporary usage and in its recent history. As a member of the Leibniz-Gemeinschaft, the IDS is financed both by the federal government and by the state of Baden-Württemberg.

The Institute consists of different departments and is mainly involved in long-term projects, meaning that work in larger research groups is an essential aspect.

### Tasks and Objectives

Life, both private and public (businesses, publishers, bookshops, language friends from all walks of the German Language”), Sprache” (“Association of the Friends of the Institute for the German Language is a place to meet and communicate for both domestic and foreign Germanists as well as all interested in languages.

With its lectures, conferences and colloquia, the Institute for the German Language is a meeting place for university research groups is an essential aspect.

The following long-term research projects are dedicated to this goal:

- Spoken German with emphasis on regional variation of functional standards, understanding of interaction and word complements.
- Professional diachronic interaction
- Migration linguistics

This department sees itself as the platform for the publication and discussion of the research areas: spoken language and "conversational research" in the German-speaking world). "Archiv für gesprochenes Deutsch (AGD) – Archive for spoken German – the department provides extensive corpora for conversational and contextual linguistic research and projects relating to the communication of information. In the programme field of research infrastructures, tasks relating to IDS duties in public are observed. There are also two IT-oriented research areas assigned directly to the board.

For further information on the following projects:

- German grammar by European comparison
- Corpus grammar: grammatical variations in standard and near-standard German
- Word phonology – contrastive
- German connectors manual
- German grammar by European comparison
- Corpus grammar: grammatical variations in standard and near-standard German
- Word phonology – contrastive
- German connectors manual
- Corpus grammar: grammatical variations in standard and near-standard German
- Word phonology – contrastive

The programme field of research infrastructure tasks projects relating to the communication of information and networking both internally and externally are combined. In this field, the library and central data processing (ZDV) are home to technical support.

The programme field of corpus linguistics covers the development, annotation and analysis of the (written) language corpora. The German on the one hand, and research on language variability and development, and projects relating to the communication of information, as well as corpus technology know-how for research into spoken German and conversation and for teaching at universities. Available on the internet:

- Forschungs- und Lehrkorpus gesprochenes Deutsch (FLK-D): Teaching and research corpus for spoken German.
- Datenbank Gesprochenes Deutsch (DGD) – Database for spoken German.
- Forschungs- und Lehrkorpus gesprochenes Deutsch (FLK-D): Teaching and research corpus for spoken German.
- Datenbank Gesprochenes Deutsch (DGD) – Database for spoken German.
- grammars.
- corpora.
- empirical methods.
- “GramKidSII” project). and many others. Further interdisciplinary projects are undertaken by the departments and specific colloquia.

### Departments and Main Research Areas

#### Department of Grammar
- Head of Department: Angela Wöllstein
- The grammatical structure of present-day German is the object of research in the Grammar Department.
- Research projects cover a variety of classes of lexical units, such as nouns, foreign words, verbs and their argue- ment structures, compounds, or the vocabulary found in political discourse, which are processed in a lexicographic and textually-historical way. They cover the subject of linguistic theory formation. This work is based on extensive empirical, mostly corpus-based, investigations.
- Project work in this department is divided into the following areas:
  - “Corpus lexicography of present-day German”.
  - Scientific-historical lexicography and lexi- onal typology.
  - Sprachtypologie des modernen Standards, sprachliche und sprachliche Variation.
  - Development and description of grammatical knowledge. Information systems available online, such as grammars, ProGr®m, EuroGr®m, and E-VALBU, are accessible to language-oriented people. Assigned to this department is the Office for Academic Infrastructure (OPAI). The department is currently working on the following projects:
  - German grammar by European comparison
  - Corpus grammar: grammatical variations in standard and near-standard German
  - Word phonology – contrastive
  - German connectors manual
  - Corpus grammar: grammatical variations in standard and near-standard German
  - Word phonology – contrastive
  - German connectors manual
  - Corpus grammar: grammatical variations in standard and near-standard German
  - Word phonology – contrastive
  - German connectors manual
  - Corpus grammar: grammatical variations in standard and near-standard German
  - Word phonology – contrastive
  - German connectors manual
  - Corpus grammar: grammatical variations in standard and near-standard German
  - Word phonology – contrastive
  - German connectors manual
  - Corpus grammar: grammatical variations in standard and near-standard German
  - Word phonology – contrastive
  - German connectors manual
  - Corpus grammar: grammatical variations in standard and near-standard German
  - Word phonology – contrastive
  - German connectors manual
  - Corpus grammar: grammatical variations in standard and near-standard German
  - Word phonology – contrastive
  - German connectors manual
  - Corpus grammar: grammatical variations in standard and near-standard German
  - Word phonology – contrastive
  - German connectors manual

#### Department of Lexical Studies
- Head of Department: Stefan Engelberg
- The central publications forum for the department is OWID, the “Online-Wortschatz-Informationssystem Deutsch” in which the vocabulary found in the spoken German is the object of research in the Lexis Department.
- Research projects cover a variety of classes of lexical units, such as nouns, foreign words, verbs and their argue- ment structures, compounds, or the vocabulary found in political discourse, which are processed in a lexicographic and textually-historical way. They cover the subject of linguistic theory formation. This work is based on extensive empirical, mostly corpus-based, investigations.
- Project work in this department is divided into the following areas:
  - Vocabulary Information System – German (VWI-S) in which the vocabulary found in the spoken German is the object of research in the Lexis Department.
  - Research projects cover a variety of classes of lexical units, such as nouns, foreign words, verbs and their argue- ment structures, compounds, or the vocabulary found in political discourse, which are processed in a lexicographic and textually-historical way. They cover the subject of linguistic theory formation. This work is based on extensive empirical, mostly corpus-based, investigations.
- Project work in this department is divided into the following areas:
  - “Corpus lexicography of present-day German”.
  - Scientific-historical lexicography and lexi- onal typology.

#### Department of Pragmatics
- Head of Department: Ludwig M. Eichinger
- The Department of Pragmatics is a research area which essentially follows goals involving different departments are overseen by the director.
- This department sees itself as the platform for the publication and discussion of the research areas: spoken language and “conversational research” in the German-speaking world). "Archiv für gesprochenes Deutsch (AGD) – Archive for spoken German – the department provides extensive corpora for conversational and contextual linguistic research and projects relating to the communication of information. In the programme field of research infrastructures, tasks relating to IDS duties in public are observed. There are also two IT-oriented research areas assigned directly to the board.

For further information on the following projects:

- “Computer lexicography and empirical methods”.
- “Archiv für gesprochenes Deutsch (AGD) – Archive for spoken German – the department provides extensive corpora for conversational and contextual linguistic research and projects relating to the communication of information. In the programme field of research infrastructures, tasks relating to IDS duties in public are observed. There are also two IT-oriented research areas assigned directly to the board.

For further information on the following projects:

- “Computer lexicography and empirical methods”.
- “Archiv für gesprochenes Deutsch (AGD) – Archive for spoken German – the department provides extensive corpora for conversational and contextual linguistic research and projects relating to the communication of information. In the programme field of research infrastructures, tasks relating to IDS duties in public are observed. There are also two IT-oriented research areas assigned directly to the board.
Library

The IDS library is an open access library comprising a comprehensive collection of specialist literature on the German language (contemporary language in particular), on general linguistics, and related linguistic disciplines. Reference stocks are at around 84,000 volumes (including valuable first editions of dictionaries and encyclopedias as well as 360 current subscriptions of printed journals and around 5,300 licensed online journals encompassing all areas of linguistics. The library is also used by guest researchers from home and abroad, students at regional universities, and scholars in language-related disciplines, including linguistics, literary studies, and philosophy.

Public relations and documentation

Public relations, the press, publishing and documentation, the organization of conferences and the supervision of guest researchers and groups of visitors can all be found here. In addition, there is the editing of book publications of the institute as well as the specialist journal “Deutsche Sprache” and the quarterly editions of the journal “SPRACHREPORT”, which convey information and views on the German language beyond the professionals in the linguistic world.

Research Service:

www.ids-mannheim.de/service/

grammis (the Grammatical Information System of the Institute for the German Language):
grammis is a multimedia internet information system for the German grammar. It is designed for anyone looking for explanations and background information on grammatical variations, so mainly for students, teachers and linguistic researchers.

Archiv für gesprochenes Deutsch (Archive for spoken German):
This is the most extensive collection of recordings of the spoken German language worldwide. Sound documents and transcripts can be ordered from here.

OSMAS (Online-Spracharchiv Mainzer Archiv für gesprochenes Deutsch):
OBELEXdict Database with online dictionaries (over 10,000 entries)
OBELEXmeta Bibliography on research literature (over 1,200 entries)
Database for conversational research (c. 22 million pages in 2013) worldwide – one of the most significant corpus reference systems ever.

Journal:

Deutsche Sprache, Zeitschrift für Theorie, Praxis, Dokumentation (in English as “German Language: Studies in Theory, Practice, Documentation in the Leibniz-Gemeinschaft (Leibniz Association). It belongs to the 89 extramural research and service institutions in Germany.

The Institute for the German Language (IDS) is the central institution for the research and documentation of the German language in its usage and its recent history.

Kosmos: Kosmos for computer science:
This is the most extensive collection of recordings of the spoken German language worldwide. Sound documents and transcripts can be ordered from here.

Contact

Institut für Deutsche Sprache
Universitätsstraße 51
68161 Mannheim
Germany
info@ids-mannheim.de
Fax: +49 621 1581-200
www.ids-mannheim.de

Institut für Deutsche Sprache

OBERFLÄCHENMETRIK-VERZEICHNIS-VEREINIGUNG (ÖMV) e. V. (22 million pages in 2013) worldwide – one of the most significant

Databases on electronic lexicography:

ORBIS: Bibliography on research literature (c. 1,200 entries)
ORBISplus: Database with online dictionaries from around the world (c. 17,000 entries)
Library
The IDS library is an open access library comprising a comprehensive collection of specialist literature on the German language (contemporary language in particular), on general linguistics and related linguistic disciplines. Reference stocks are at around 86,000 volumes including valuable first editions of dictionaries and encyclopedias as well as 240 current subscriptions of printed journals and around 1,360 licensed online journals encompassing all areas of linguistics. The library is also used by guest researchers from home and abroad, students at regional universities and others interested in language.

Public relations and documentation
Public relations, the press, publishing and documentation, the organization of conferences and the supervision of guest researchers and groups of visitors can all be found here. In addition, there is the editing of book publications of the Institute as well as the specialist journal “Deutsche Sprache” and the quarterly editions of the journal “SPRACHREPORT”, which convey information and views on the German language beyond the professionals in the linguistic world.

Research Service:
www.ids-mannheim.de/services/grammex (the Grammatical Information System of the Institute for the German Language)
grammex is a multimedia internet information system for German grammar. It is designed for anyone looking for explorations and background information on grammatical variations, so mainly for students, teachers and linguistic researchers.

Arcis for preprints Deutsch Archiv für preprints German).
This is the most extensive collection of readings of the spoken German language worldwide. Sound documents and transcripts can be ordered from here.

OBSYS (Open Search, Management and Analysis System)
Test corpora of the IDS as an empirical basis for linguistic research and innovative methods for corpus development integrated into a complex online system. This is the biggest supply of German language test corpora of the written language (12 million pages in 2013) worldwide – one of the mostsignificant corpus reference systems ever.

OVID (Online-Wortschatz-Informationssystem Deutsch – Online Vocabulary Information System – German):
OVID is the portal for academic and corpus-based lexicographical and dictionary research. It comprises academic dictionaries on German with a great variety of focal areas.

Research in the Germanic languages – academic research projects:
Accessible database with research projects on German linguistics – academic research projects:

Databases on electronic lexicography:
OBELEXmeta Bibliography on research literature (c. 17,000 entries)
Database for conversational research (c. 2,450 entries)
Database for connectors (sentence-connecting units) (over 2,250 entries)
Database for prepositions (over 1,250 entries)
Database for German grammar (c. 11,700 entries)
Database for German language (c. 1,150 entries)
Database for conversational research (over 2,250 entries)
Database for electronic lexicography ORIEL® Bibliography on research literature (c. 1,200 entries)
ORIEL® Database with online dictionaries from around the world (over 17,000 entries)

Publications:
• OPAL – Online publizierte Arbeiten zur Linguistik
• amades – Arbeiten und Materialien zur deutschen Sprache
• Studienbibliografien Sprachwissenschaft (Groos bei Stauffenburg)
• Konvergenz und Divergenz. Sprachvergleichende Studien (de Gruyter)
• Deutsches Fremdwörterbuch (de Gruyter)
• Studien zur Deutschen Sprache (Narr)
• Schriften des Instituts für Deutsche Sprache (de Gruyter)
• SPRACHREPORT. Informationen und Meinungen zur deutschen Sprache (self-publishing)
• Deutsche Sprache. Zeitschrift für Theorie, Praxis, Journals:
  • PUBLICATIONS (self-publishing): www.ids-mannheim.de/opal
  • Journals:
    • Deutsche Sprache. Zeitschrift für Theorie, Praxis, Dokumentation (Schmidt)
  • Journals encompassing all areas of linguistics. The library is at around 86,000 volumes including valuable first editions of dictionaries and encyclopedias as well as 240 current subscriptions of printed journals and around 1,360 licensed online journals encompassing all areas of linguistics. The library is also used by guest researchers from home and abroad, students at regional universities and others interested in language.
  • Journals:
    • Deutsche Sprache. Zeitschrift für Theorie, Praxis, Dokumentation (Schmidt)
  • Journals encompassing all areas of linguistics. The library is at around 86,000 volumes including valuable first editions of dictionaries and encyclopedias as well as 240 current subscriptions of printed journals and around 1,360 licensed online journals encompassing all areas of linguistics. The library is also used by guest researchers from home and abroad, students at regional universities and others interested in language.
  • Journals:
    • Deutsche Sprache. Zeitschrift für Theorie, Praxis, Dokumentation (Schmidt)
  • Journals encompassing all areas of linguistics. The library is at around 86,000 volumes including valuable first editions of dictionaries and encyclopedias as well as 240 current subscriptions of printed journals and around 1,360 licensed online journals encompassing all areas of linguistics. The library is also used by guest researchers from home and abroad, students at regional universities and others interested in language.
The IDS library is an open access library comprising a comprehensive collection of specialist literature on the German language (contemporary language in particular), on general linguistics and related linguistic disciplines. Reference stocks are at around 86,000 volumes including valuable first-editions of dictionaries and encyclopedias as well as 240 current subscriptions of printed journals and around 1,360 licensed online journals encompassing all areas of linguistics. The library is also used by guest researchers from home and abroad, students at regional universities and scholars interested in language (contemporary language in particular), on general linguistics and related linguistic disciplines. Reference stocks are at around 86,000 volumes including valuable first-editions of dictionaries and encyclopedias as well as 240 current subscriptions of printed journals and around 1,360 licensed online journals encompassing all areas of linguistics. The library is also used by guest researchers from home and abroad, students at regional universities and scholars interested in language.

Public relations and documentation
Public relations, the press, publishing and documentation, the organization of conferences and the supervision of guest researchers and groups of visitors can all be found here. In addition, there is the editing of book publications of the Institute as well as the specialist journal “Deutsche Sprache” and the quarterly editions of the journal “SPRACHREPORT”, which convey information and views on the German language beyond the professionals in the linguistic world.

DWD (Online-Wortschatz-Informationssystem Deutsch – Online Vocabulary Information System – German)
DWD is the portal for academic and corpus-based lexicography. It comprises academic dictionaries on German with a great variety of focal areas.

Dokumentation zur Germanistischen Sprachwissenschaft – Dokumentation zur Germanistischen Sprachwissenschaft – Sprachwissenschaftliche Forschungsverzeichnisse (Documentation on German linguistics – academic research projects):
Accessible database with research projects on German linguistics in the German-speaking world (over 1,700 projects).

Dokumentation zur Germanistischen Sprachwissenschaft – Dokumentation zur Germanistischen Sprachwissenschaft – Sprachwissenschaftliche Forschungsverzeichnisse (Documentation on German linguistics – academic research projects):
Accessible database with research projects on German linguistics in the German-speaking world (over 1,700 projects).

Research Service:
www.ids-mannheim.de/service/

grammis (the Grammatical Information System of the Institute for the German Language)...
grammis is a multimedia internet information system for German grammar. It is designed for anyone looking for explanations and background information on grammatical variations, so mainly for students, teachers and linguistic researchers.

Archiv für gesprochenes Deutsch (Archive for spoken German):
This is the most extensive collection of recordings of the spoken German language worldwide. Sound documents and transcripts can be ordered from here.

OBELEXdict Database with online dictionaries...
OBELEXdict is a database with research literature on German linguistics – academic research projects (over 17,000 entries).

Bibliography databases:
Database for text-searches (over 2,450 entries)
Database for connectors (sentence-connecting units) (c. 30,000 entries)
Database for conversational research (c. 1,150 entries)
Database for German grammar (c. 30,000 entries)
Database for conversational research (c. 17,000 entries)
Database on electronic lexicography...
Public relations and documentation

Public relations, the press, publishing and documentation, the organization of conferences and the supervision of guest researchers and groups of visitors can all be found here. In addition, there is the editing of book publications of the Institute as well as the specialist journal “Deutsche Sprache” and the quarterly edition of the journal “SPEAKING/SCHEINEN,” which convey information and views on the German language beyond the professionals in the linguistic world.

Research Service:

www.ids-mannheim.de/service/

grammis (the Grammatical Information System of the Institute for the German Language):

grammis is a multimedia internet information system for the German grammar. It is designed for anyone looking for explanations and background information on grammatical variations, so mainly for students, teachers and linguistic researchers.

COSMAS (Course Search, Management and Analysis System):

Test corpora of the IDS as an empirical basis for linguistic research and innovative methods for corpus development integrated into a complex online system. This is the biggest supply of German language test corpora of the written language (2 million pages in 2013) worldwide – one of the most significant corpus resources systems ever.

DWD (Online-Wörterbuch-Informationsystem Deutsch – Online Vocabulary Information System – German):

OWID is the portal for academic and corpus-based lexicography in the German language and comprises academic dictionaries on German with a great variety of focal areas.

Dokumentation zur Germanistischen Sprachwissenschaft – Dokumentation zur Germanistischen Sprachwissenschaft (OBELEX):

Accessible database with research projects on German linguistics – academic research projects:

Acronym database:

Accessible database with research projects on German linguistics – academic research projects:

Acronym database:

Accessible database with research projects on German linguistics – academic research projects:

Acronym database:

Accessible database with research projects on German linguistics – academic research projects:

Acronym database:

Accessible database with research projects on German linguistics – academic research projects:

Contact:

Frau Prof. Dr. Ursula Metzler
Institut für Deutsche Sprache
Planken 7
68161 Mannheim
Germany
Tel.: +49 621 1581-0
Fax: +49 621 1581-200
info@ids-mannheim.de
www.ids-mannheim.de

Acronym database:

Accessible database with research projects on German linguistics – academic research projects:

Acronym database:

Accessible database with research projects on German linguistics – academic research projects:

Acronym database:

Accessible database with research projects on German linguistics – academic research projects:

Acronym database:

Accessible database with research projects on German linguistics – academic research projects:

Acronym database:

Accessible database with research projects on German linguistics – academic research projects:
Public relations and documentation

Public relations, the press, publishing and documentation, the organization of conferences and the supervision of guest researchers and groups of visitors can all be found here. In addition, there is the editing of book publications of the Institute as well as the specialist journal “Deutsche Sprache” and the quarterly editions of the journal “SPRACHREPORT”, which convey information and views on the German language beyond the professionals of the linguistic world.

Research Service:

www.ids-mannheim.de/service/

grammis (the Grammatical Information System of the Institute for the German Language) is a multimedia internet information system for German grammar. It is designed for anyone looking for explanations and background information on grammatical variations, so mainly for students, teachers and linguistic researchers.

OBELEXdict Database with online dictionaries

(c. 1,200 entries)

OBELEXmeta Bibliography on research literature

(c. 22,000 entries)

Databases on electronic lexicography:

Database of compound words

(c. 30,000 entries)

Database for prepositions

(over 2,450 entries)

Database for connectors (sentence-connecting units)

(c. 17,000 entries)

Database for aspectual and mental categories

(c. 1,700 entries)

Database for syntactic relations

(c. 2,500 entries)

Accessible database with research projects on German linguistics (over 3,000 projects).

Dokumentation zur Germanistischen Sprachwissenschaft – Sprachwissenschaftliche Forschungsvorhaben (documentation of German linguistic research projects)

Ideas and research projects are published for the German Language (over 1,700 projects).

Vocabulary Information System – German:

OWID (Online-Wortschatz-Informationssystem Deutsch – Online Lexicographical Information System – German) is the portal for academic and corpus-based lexicographical research. OWID is an academic-dictionaries on German with a great variety of focal areas.

Library

The IDS library is an open access library comprising a comprehensive collection of specialist literature on the German language (contemporary language in particular), on general linguistics and related linguistic disciplines. Reference stocks are at around 86,000 volumes including valuable first editions of dictionaries and encyclopedia as well as 260 current subscriptions of printed journals and around 1,360 licensed online journals encompassing all areas of linguistics. The library is also used by guest researchers from home and abroad, students at regional universities and scholars interested in language.

Text corpora of the IDS as an empirical basis for linguistic research and innovative methods for corpus development integrated into a complex online system. This is the biggest supply of German language test corpora of the written language (30 million pages in 2013 worldwide – one of the most significant corpus reference systems ever).

COSMAS (Corpus Search, Management and Analysis System):

Test corpora of the IDS as an empirical basis for linguistic research and innovative methods for corpus development integrated into a complex online system. This is the biggest supply of German language test corpora of the written language (30 million pages in 2013 worldwide – one of the most significant corpus reference systems ever).